Earthquake Response Drill in Komaba
October 24th (Wed) 12:00–

All Students, Teachers, and Staff

12:00 Mock Earthquake Early Warning
   Strong shaking of an earthquake with an intensity of lower 6 lasts for 30 sec.
   Initial Response
   Suspend lectures and other activities. Protect your heads using bags. If possible, find shelter under a desk. Open the doors to secure an exit for escape, but do not rush outside.

12:05 Drill is finished except for Bldg. #5, #7, #900 & Admin.

Evacuation (Only in Bldg. #5, #7, #900, & Admin.)

12:00 Mock Earthquake Early Warning
   Initial Response
   Suspend lectures and other activities. Protect your heads using bags. If possible, find shelter under a desk. Open the doors to secure an exit for escape, but do not rush outside.

12:01 Announcement of evacuation (cancelled in case of rain.)
   Ask your students to evacuate the building with their bags and proceed to the designated evacuation area outside the building.

12:10 Safety Confirmation (cancelled in case of rain.)
   Teachers collect safety cards from any students. The drill is finished for the students who have submitted their card.
   Teachers count the number of cards, put them in an envelope, and give it to an admin. Staff member in front of Bldg. #5, #7, and #900. The drill is finished.

12:55 (Applicants only) Fire extinguishing drill in front of the Admin. Office

3rd period will start at 13:00 as usual

Briefing sessions will be held (in Japanese)

   October 3rd & 17th, 12:20 – 12:50, Bldg. #5 room 518